Dynamic Stair Trainer
Speeds up rehabilitation.
Increases motivation.

**DST OFFERS A UNIQUE COMBINATION OF STAIRS AND GAIT TRAINING.**

**DST IS THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE REHABILITATION EQUIPMENT - PARTICULARLY WHEN BUDGET, STAFF AND SPACE ARE LIMITED**

NOW MORE PATIENTS CAN BENEFIT FROM THE DST WITH ITS NEW EXCITING ACCESSORIES!

**UNIQUE BENEFITS:**
- All-in-one solution for stairs & gait training
- Custom-programmed for patient’s needs
- Patients can exercise on their own
- Increases patient’s motivation
- Accelerates recovery
- Saves therapist’s time & effort
- Documents patient’s progress

**ESSENTIAL FOR:**
- General rehabilitation centers
- Pediatric rehab centers
- Physiotherapy departments
- Cardiac rehab centers
- Sport rehab centers
- Nursing homes
- Outpatient centers

**FEATURES INCLUDE:**
- Stair height is adjustable electronically
- Simple push button controls
- Clearly visible display allows easy monitoring of progress
- Handrail height and width are easily adjustable
- Anti-slip surface for added safety
- Wheelchair accessible
**SIMPLE TO OPERATE**

Press a button and adjust the height of the stairs to your patient’s pace. Range of adjustment: from 0 to 16.5 cm. (6.5 in.)

---

**2009 DST NEW ACCESSORIES**

**RSR-1000 (REVERSIBLE STAIRS RAMP):**

A moderate slope for practicing inclined walking or for patients with difficulties negotiating the regular slope. The RSR can be easily converted into 3 additional small stairs, giving the DST a total flight of 7 stairs! Also allows patients who can’t climb a slope to practice stair climbing.

**WAH-1000 R/L [WIDTH ADJUSTABLE HANDRAIL-RIGHT/LEFT]:**

A single WAH-1000 allows the therapist to easily alter the distance between the handrails by up to 12 cm. (4.7 in).

**LHR (LONG HANDRAILS):**

Extra long handrails for PTs who wish to expand the use of the DST as regular parallel bars. The LHR is 50 cm. (1.6 ft.) longer than the regular handrails, giving 275 cm. (9 ft.) of horizontal parallel bars.